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Editorial

Dear Readers,
In these times of digitalisation it might appear inappropriate to be publishing a new
printed membership magazine yet we made
a conscious decision to do precisely that. We
want to give you the opportunity to get away
from your monitors for a couple of minutes.
Every day you are reading millions of characters on a monitor but only a few hundred
on paper. Give yourself a break to read our
LogIn. Nevertheless, we are still encouraging
you to embrace digitalisation! In order to
give you some guidance on the process of digital transformation, we have also prepared
the ground for you in the form of an expert
discussion. (pages 24-27). Neither are we leaving you alone when it comes to Brexit, as
you can read on pages 18-22. Among other
things, in this magazine, we are also covering
the Transport Logistic trade fair (page 28-29).
And we are doing all of this with the aim of
helping you in your daily work. As a special
bonus, on page 13 you will find an opinion
piece by Marc Possekel. Under the heading
“Marc Possekel speaks frankly’’, in every edition of LogIn the managing director of LogCoop will give his opinion on a subject that is
currently exercising him. This time it is about
the tough nut he had to crack to persuade
medium-sized freight forwarders to collaborate with each other.
We hope you enjoy reading our magazine and
that you will then return to your screen with
renewed energy!
Your marketing team

Andrea Mülders

Christiane Winkler
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Behind the scenes

MAY WE
INTRODUCE...?
Our colleagues from membership support
Our customer support team always has an open ear for the concerns and wishes of our
members. Because it is our aim to personally assist you with all your questions. As our
cooperation grows, so the team is constantly growing: To strengthen the company, a
new Member of the Executive Board and new colleagues have been on board since the
beginning of this year. This puts us in an optimal position to provide our members with
all-round support. Here we introduce the team:

Carsten Berger

Member of the Executive Board
Carsten Berger has been on board with LogCoop since 1 April 2019. He is a Member of the
Executive Board and is advancing the further
development of our transport network. Before
joining us, he was General Manager of Haeger
& Schmidt Logistics, the intermodal provider
and inland shipping forwarder. A qualified forwarding agent, business graduate and father
of two children, he has 35 years of experience
in the industry and 20 years in management.
For many years Carsten Berger has also been
an expert in retail logistics and has a correspondingly extensive network of professional
contacts. He lives in the Ruhr area and in his
spare time he likes travelling to Spain with his
family or taking a cruise trip to the most beautiful places in Europe. The 50-year-old has not
only discovered golf but is also a passionate
football fan.

+49 211 - 976 334 - 66
carsten.berger@logcoop.de
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Behind the scenes

Peter Josten

Head of Membership Support & Purchasing
Peter Josten has been working and travelling around for the LogCoop team since 1 April 2016. He looks after our members in the
DACH and Benelux countries and is responsible to them for purchasing. He has already personally visited more than 100 of our
members and achieved both large and small purchasing benefits in a wide variety of sectors. He particularly enjoys networking
and making contacts. Outside work, he has been a passionate
footballer and Borussia Dortmund fan for 45 years. He also likes
exploring the different regions of Germany by bike.
+49 211 - 976 334 - 21 | peter.josten@logcoop.de

Elisabet Castro

International member recruitment and support
Elisabet Castro has been supporting the LogCoop team since
1 December 2018. She is responsible for both international recruitment and membership support. She has already brought
in numerous new companies from Austria and Spain since
starting with us. Elisabet Castro was born in Stuttgart of Spanish heritage, had a multinational childhood and is a fluent
speaker of five languages. In her spare time she loves sailing
and riding. Elisabet Castro is also a member of the Air Cargo
Club Germany (ACD) and has been heavily involved with logistics for many years. As from 1 January 2020, she will head the
LogCoop country service for the Iberian Peninsula from her
home city of Alicante.
+49 211 - 976 334 - 22 | elisabet.castro@logcoop.de

Stefan Meyer

Assistant – Membership Support & Purchasing
Stefan Meyer joined the LogCoop team on 1 January 2019 to
strengthen the team in membership support and purchasing.
He works in the office where he is responsible for membership
recruitment and support, in which role he assists Peter Josten
and Elisabet Castro. Stefan Meyer was born in Münster and has
worked in sales for over 20 years – 16 of them in logistics. He
is an enthusiastic devotee of water sports, member of the SBV
(German Motor Boat Association) and enjoys travelling to the
German and Belgian North Sea coasts as well as to Scotland.
+49 211 - 976 334 - 23 | stefan.meyer@logcoop.de
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Something‘s happening

SAVE TIME
AND MONEY
Framework purchasing agreements with 65
manufacturers and service providers
For many freight forwarders, high costs,
time-consuming selection processes and
lengthy negotiations with suppliers and service providers are everyday occurrences. At
LogCoop we do not accept it has to be like
that, and have found a solution with 65 framework contract partners.
We have concluded framework agreements
for our members with numerous service providers, who offer a wide range of top quality
products on particularly favourable terms. This
gives our members the advantage of considerable purchasing benefits.
Cost and time savings
First and foremost of course, there are the financial savings to mention: Currently, we have
negotiated discounts for our members of up
to 30 percent. How they turn out in detail depends on the volume of purchases that are
bundled under the LogCoop umbrella. If the
purchasing volume increases, our negotiating
position with the suppliers improves. That is
reason enough to also be active in purchasing
for three general cargo networks. At the end
of March, LogCoop Managing Director Marc
Possekel succeeded in more than doubling
8

the road charge discount. The 30 haulage
companies who pay their motorway toll charges through the cooperative are now enjoying
discounts of one percent. Previously, it was 0.4
percent. “As long as I can see there’s scope for

As long as I can see
there‘s scope for
movement on prices,
I won’t give up.
movement on prices, I won’t give up”, says Possekel. He therefore assumes that renegotiations
with other framework partners will also be successful. In particular, the increase in the number
of members and the growth in the purchasing
volume give him cause for optimism. “As a cooperative we have many good arguments to put
into the balance!”
Apart from the financial savings, LogCoop
members also save time through combined
purchasing because we place great emphasis
on only adding high-quality products and services to our range. Rather than negotiating framework agreements with one manufacturer

Something‘s happening

PURCHASING VOLUME

In 2018 the purchasing volume of Log Coop
members was 30 million euros, for the current year LogCoop expects an increase to 50
million euros, in 2020 it is even expected to be
100 million euros.

Easy online purchasing

or service provider, we subject it to a thorough
quality inspection. In this way, we ensure that
our members do not have to spend more time
than necessary selecting suitable suppliers.
65 framework partners
There are currently framework agreements with
around 65 partners – and the number is rising.
Many contacts are made through the recommendations of our members. From consumables such as oils and AdBlue to load securing
devices such as lashing straps, software, office
equipment and fuel: The range includes everything that transport companies need for their
day-to-day business.

In order to further expand the benefits for our
members, we are now increasing the digitalisation of our purchasing processes. To do this, we
shall be centralising purchasing. From 1 July 2019
our members will have full access to the product
ranges of all suppliers via a single digital platform,
but in the end they will only get one bill.
That not only simplifies purchasing, it also lowers costs: All procurement processes can be
carried out online using an intuitive system
with standardised processes. On the other
hand, the administrative effort in accounting
is also reduced. In addition to purchasing, the
platform includes other functions such as the
mapping of incoming goods bookings and
proofs of performance for services, evaluations for monitoring procurement processes,
the documentation of all activities, approval
workflows and master data management. But
that is not all, because in future we want to
facilitate online auctions for our members.

E-PROCUREMENT PLATFORM

The e-procurement platform is being developed by Onventis GmbH. As member of
the ‘Cloud Services Made in Germany’ initiative, the company can offer legally compliant and efficient procurement solutions.
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Collaboration

A broad smile
– At Matratzen Concord
they are very satisfied with
the collaboration.

WAREHOUSE NETWORK
BROKERS FULFILMENT
CONTRACT FOR
MATRATZEN CONCORD
Contract logistics provider Deventer operates
central warehouse for discounters
Anyone ordering something on the Internet wants to receive the goods as quickly
as possible. To enable fast deliveries at any time, retailers must structure their warehouse and transport processes accordingly – a big challenge for many webshop
operators. But not for logistics services providers. The satisfaction of its online customers was also the top priority for the smart discounter, Matratzen Concord. It was
for this reason, that in the middle of 2018, the company started looking for a service
provider. In the course of this, the discounter turned to the LogCoop warehouse network and we established contact with Deventer Kontraktlogistik GmbH. The service
provider has been working for Matratzen Concord since September 2018.
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Collaboration

Deventer is a contract logistics company specialising in warehousing and value-added services
with headquarters in Kerpen, North Rhine-Westphalia, and two other locations in the region. The
company provides fulfilment services for online
retailers under the brand name SmartUp, and
serves about 100 customers. With its experience the logistics specialist also enriches the warehouse network. “From our point of view, it is important to exchange ideas with market players,
to learn from each other and to jointly leverage
synergies”, says Jan Deven, managing director of
Deventer. He had been personally convinced by
the idea of collaborating with other warehouse
logistics companies, with the consequence that
his company joined the LogCoop warehouse
network in 2015. Around 80 members combine
their storage capacities and offer their services
in over 120 locations throughout Europe. This
not only increases the range of services
offered for each member, but also the radius within which it can offer them.

warehouse network and we forwarded requests
to suitable members.
Preselection increases satisfaction
with the placement of service providers
We filter all incoming requests and only send
them to those members who meet the shippers‘ requirements. Marc Possekel, managing
director of the warehouse network, describes
the benefits of the filter function: “This is a
quality control process that precedes the placement: this is the only way we can guarantee
the satisfaction of our members and shippers.”
On the one hand, we ensure that no member
has to deal with requests that do not suit his
portfolio. On the other hand, we guarantee the
shippers that only service providers that meet
their requirements will be suggested. “We

We wouldn’t have
brought Deventer and
Matratzen Concord together, if we hadn’t known
that it was a good fit.

On the other hand, LogCoop provides
companies with warehouse logistics enquiries that they would otherwise probably not have received. This is exactly how
Deventer received the order from Matratzen Concord. In order to do justice to
the increasing importance of online trade,
the discounter planned to centralise the
storage and thus the delivery to webshop
customers. Until now, the branches had
handled Internet orders themselves. According to Daniel Demuru, logistics manager at
Matratzen Concord, this always led to customer
dissatisfaction. The reasons for this included the
small inventories at the 800 locations and a data
flow that was not continuously digital, which required numerous arrangements between the
employees from the individual departments.
Demuru summarises the situation: “In the end,
the processes were inefficient and the delivery
times were too long.” A logistics service provider
should help with the setup and management of
the central warehouse. Demuru contacted the

wouldn’t have brought Deventer and Matratzen Concord together, if we hadn’t known that
it was a good fit”, says Possekel.
Matratzen Concord‘s contract includes goods
receipt, inventory management, warehousing,
order picking, shipping and project-related value-added services such as display construction. For Demuru and his team, the key criteria in selecting the logistics service provider
were flexibility, short delivery times and high
process reliability. Matratzen Concord, on the
11
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other hand, made only a few special demands
on the warehouse: because bedding is a hygienic article, it must be separated from goods that
are odour-intensive or unhygienic. Demuru appreciates the work of LogCoop: “The warehouse
network has saved us a lot of effort through the
pre-selection. So we found the right service provider at the first attempt.”
Central warehouse doubles order numbers
Since September, the Deventer headquarters in
Kerpen has been the central warehouse for Matratzen Concord’s online shop. The inventory there
now comprises 20,000 individual items, distributed over 400 different articles such as mattresses
and bedding, including pillows, blankets and bed
linen – at the beginning of the collaboration there were 230 articles. However, the capacity is far
from exhausted, as the managing director of the
logistics company says. “At any time it is possible
to expand the product range or to adjust the stock
quantities accordingly in the event of market volatilities or product launches.” “We are very flexible”, says Deventer. “If Matratzen Concord first
wants to test a product in small quantities, we are
happy to go along with that step.” When the online shop was operated from 800 stores, such test
phases proved difficult. When new products were
introduced, the equipping of the stores had to be
based on estimates. This often resulted in goods
being sold out in some stores but not in others.
As a result, orders had to be manually routed to
other branches. Moreover, central delivery to only
one warehouse location meant that transport
costs could be significantly reduced for suppliers.
The delivery of the articles generally takes place
within a maximum of three days. Orders received
before 1.00 pm are delivered the following day.
To ensure this, Deventer has connected Matratzen Concord’s shop system via an interface to its
own warehouse management system. The online
orders are entered into the discounter‘s system
and transmitted to the logistics service provider in
real time. This quickly initiates the fulfilment pro-
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cesses. According to Demuru, customer satisfaction has increased significantly: “Our order numbers for the online shop have doubled in only two
months. As far as our web shop is concerned, we
are now absolutely competitive.”
Hands-on attitude
Among other things, Demuru attributes the rapid success of the collaboration to Deventer‘s
solution-oriented approach. The project was
quickly implemented after the first contact.
The managing director of the Kerpen-based company says that this hands-on attitude is a feature
that distinguishes many LogCoop members from
other logistics service providers. “The warehouse network calls its members ‘doers’ who are
characterised by a high degree of commitment.
We fit in well there”, he continues, adding that
everyone brings their own skills and that the mutual exchange drives the network forward.

ABOUT DEVENTER KONTRAKTLOGISTIK GMBH

Founded
1955

Headquarters
Kerpen

Services
Warehousing, transport and
supplementary services
Sectors
Fashion & lifestyle, home & living,
care & cosmetics
Employees
50+

LogCoop member
since 2015

Opinion

MARC POSSEKEL

SPEAKS
Cnuisin/shutterstock.com

I am often asked what goals I am pursuing
with LogCoop and the warehouse network.
Both are to become the largest alliances of
medium-sized logistics companies of their
kind. I‘m not surprised that this idea is always
a source of great astonishment: Because it is
damn difficult to persuade medium-sized forwarders to collaborate. It seems to me that
the companies would rather swim alone in the
rough sea and hope that the logistics sharks
don‘t eat them than to come together in a
common cause.
I simply cannot understand this! The principle is obvious: The more we are, the more we
achieve. In negotiations with suppliers and in
tenders, we are taken just as seriously as the
big fish. In addition, we benefit from swarm
intelligence when we bring together the knowledge and experience of many freight forwarders. Nevertheless, only 132 logistics service providers have joined forces at LogCoop,
and in the warehouse network there are even
less – only 80. Whereas, there are well over
10,000 companies in the German market.
Don’t get me wrong! I am very proud of how
the cooperative has developed since its beginnings. Our members implement big projects
together, they exchange ideas and learn from
each other. We all benefit from the fact that
quite a decent swarm has formed around the
original five founding members and which has
already bared its teeth to the big sharks.
At the same time, I wonder why companies
in this industry so rarely join forces. Why
was there no such thing as the LogCoop warehouse network in Germany until 2013? To

say that no one came up with the idea before
me would be to grossly overestimate myself.
It was just that until then, no-one had had the
tenacity to prevail against all the odds. Neither
was it easy for me to make the collaboration
palatable to our 80 members today. But once

But once they were
hooked, the worries,
fears, and reticence
quickly disappeared.
they were hooked, the worries, fears, and reticence quickly disappeared.
In addition to the networks, one of our main
concerns is to create central support functions for our members, for example in the
areas of purchasing, R&D and digitalisation as
well as marketing and sales. The medium-sized freight forwarder is always preaching outsourcing and subcontracting to his customers,
but does everything off his own bat. A community can perform many tasks better than
an individual – especially in the era of digital
transformation. At the beginning of the last
century, small and medium-sized businesses
recognised the need for cooperation in the
retail sector. When will medium-sized freight
forwarders make this leap and follow suit? We
at any rate, are working flat out on it!
Yours Marc Possekel

ZUBIK/shutterstock.com
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FA
FAQs

Every day, members call us with
a variety of queries. In every
edition of this magazine we will
answer one of these frequently
asked questions.

1.

Where can you find the contact details of other members?
Previously, member contact data was
in the form of an Excel file in the internal area
of our website. You received your login data
by email when you joined LogCoop. From
now on, however, you will find the contact details of all member companies in the official
LogCoop CRM system. You have already received the necessary access data as well as a
brief instruction guide. If you have any questions about the use of the CRM system, member support team is available.

2.

How is the warehouse network
distributed?
The orders will be distributed due to
geographical and service aspects. If you have
further question, please contact the colleagues
of the warehousing network.

3.

Is there a central point of contact, if
members have issues between each
other?
The LogCoop advisory board was set up for
such cases, among others. An overview of the
respective advisory board members can be
found in the LogCoop drive of the CRM system
under LogCoop, Advisory Board.
If in doubt, LogCoop‘s internal contact
partners, Carsten Berger or Peter Josten are
also available to you.
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4.

Where do I find the LogCoop logo files
and brochures?
Logo files can be downloaded from the
website under the following link: https://www.
logcoop.de/aktuelles/down- loadbereich/.
You will also find corresponding files
for downloading on LogCoop CRM drive in the
‘Templates/Logo Files’ folders. If you have any
questions, please contact LogCoop Marketing.

5.

May I publish a text about LogCoop
or the warehouse network on my
website?
By all means. Actually, Logcoop would even
welcome it. A current company profile can be
found on the LogCoop CRM system drive in the
corresponding ‘Presence/Logo Files’ folders.

6.

How can I feed shipments into the
truck-mounted forklift network and
under what conditions?
Regarding the inputting procedure please
contact your local LogCoop member of the
“Lorry Forklift Network”. Regarding the issue
terms and condition please contact directly
Carsten Berger.

AQ

FAQs

The LogCoop CRM system can be
found at: https://intranet.logcoop.de
Please enter your personal login details.
The contact details of your suitable
contact partners:
Membership support
Tel.: +49 211 - 97 63 34 - 20
Email: stefan.meyer@logcoop.de

7.

I would like to know more about current shipments and tenders and/or
make them available to LogCoop.
You can find more information about this
in the transport tool of the LogCoop CRM
system. For further details and information,
please contact your contact person in the
truck-mounted forklift network.

8.

I would like to actively participate
with an area in the truck-mounted
forklift network. How does this work
in principle?
The network is currently closed nationwide.
Please contact directly Carsten Berger. He is
pleased to discuss the opportunities of an active cooperation with you.

9.

Where can I find the dates of LogCoop
events?
Current dates can be found both on
the website under the menu item ‘News’, or
from now on, in the calendar of events in the
CRM system.

Truck-mounted forklift
Tel.: +49 211 - 97 63 34 - 40
Email: carsten.berger@logcoop.de
Warehouse network
Tel.: +49 211 - 97 63 34 - 50
Email: info@lagernetzwerk.de

10.

How can I use the purchasing conditions of LogCoop and where can I
find them quickly and easily?
You can find many products that can be catalogued in the online shop of the shopping area:
http://shop.logcoop.de/. In the case of consulting and/or individual services, we will be
happy to put you in touch with the appropriate contact persons. Please feel free to contact
your member support team for this.
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Tips

PART 1:
MD. Delwar hossain/shutterstock.com

Marketing
workshop

SUCCESSFUL
COMMUNICATION
How PR work contributes to
achieving the company‘s goals

Icon made by Freepic from www.flaticon.com
Icon made by Goodware from www.flaticon.com

It is well known that a good press and PR have a positive effect on the image of a company. We have already
provided some LogCoop members with comprehensive information about their beneficial aspects in the context of
two marketing workshops. All the important tips on the
subject of PR and publicity can be read again here.

Professional press and PR
work makes sense
There is no reason not to
communicate. On the contrary. Making positive speeches
about yourself is good for
your image, customer loyalty
and acquisition as well as the
recruitment of employees. PR
is successful in the long term
if it is carried out in a manner
that is appropriate to the
target group and channel.
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There‘s always enough
to talk about
Many logistics services
providers think they do not
have anything interesting to
report. Wrong! (New) services and products, (new)
locations, personnel or
career topics are relevant
for potential customers and
employees. Topical subjects
such as digitalisation, Brexit
or the shortage of loading
space can also serve as occasions for communication.

It depends on the
target group
The channels through which
the information and messages can be disseminated
are as varied as the possible
topics: one’s own homepage,
the social media channels,
customer magazines or
newspapers are just a few of
them. Which topic and where
it is to be communicated
depends on the corporate objective and thus on the target
group.

Tips

REGULAR WORKSHOPS
AND INFORMATION EVENTS

Our aim is to effectively support our
members in their daily work. Against
this background, a constant transfer
of knowledge and information is of
fundamental importance to us. For
this reason, we regularly invite our
members to information events and
workshops. The focus is on hot topics such as digitalisation and practical everyday subjects such as the
optimal online presence and how to
reach the customers of tomorrow.
Do you have any questions or are
you interested in participating in future workshops? Then send us an
email or give us a call at:

Icon made by Freepic from www.flaticon.com
Icon made by Goodware from www.flaticon.com
Icon made by monkik from www.flaticon.com

kontakt@logcoop.de
+49 211 97 63 34 - 30

Strategy
is essential
Professional corporate communication begins with the
development of a strategy
in which the cornerstones
of communication work are
defined: Goals, target groups,
core messages, topics and
channels.

Good preparation
is half the battle
Professionalism produces
a communication plan that
determines which topic is
disseminated when and
through which channels.
In this way, continuity is
ensured and the employees
involved are able to maintain an overview.

Outcomes
ought to be measured
The achievement of objectives should be monitored at
regular intervals. The most
effective way to monitor
success is to define KPIs (key
performance indicators) in
advance: How many customers are to be won or new
employees recruited? If the
targets are missed, readjustment is necessary.
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Cover story: Brexit

WELL-PREPARED

FOR BREXIT
LogCoop supports its members
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Cover story: Brexit

It is already the non-word of the year – nevertheless, we
cannot leave it unmentioned: Brexit. The continuing uncertainty about the modalities of Britain‘s withdrawal from
the EU has caused a great deal of tension in the logistics industry. A hard Brexit? A soft Brexit? Or no Brexit at all? And
then there is the unanswered question about the timing of
the divorce. The consequences are uncertain. Only one thing is clear: Serious
effects on transport logistics cannot be
We have created the conditions for you to
ruled out. But LogCoop members can
be able to continue working effectively and
breathe a sigh of relief.
maintain the supply chain under any circumstances. The greatest dangers of Brexit for the
logistics sectors – delivery times exceeded
due to kilometre-long truck queues at the
borders and lengthy customs clearance – can
be absorbed by increasing stock levels and
loading space.
19
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Our members in the UK

The Exact Logistics Ltd is a family-owned company
from Rugby near Birmingham. The logistics service
provider specialises in shipments within the UK and
collaborates with some of Europe’s leading transport
networks. Generally speaking, shipments within the
UK are completed in one day.
Contact
+44 1788 42 24 00
adam.shuter@exactlogistics.co.uk
http://www.exactlogistics.de

BRINOR
www.brinor.com

Brinor Ltd from Levington near Ipswich provides various
logistics services for its customers. These include domestic and international road transport, sea freight and

Increasing warehouse capacity
The more goods that are held in stock,
the less time pressure there is during
transport. In this respect, companies with
large inventories can be more relaxed
about delays. The increase in inventories,
however, requires sufficient free capacity,
which many medium-sized logistics companies do not have at their disposal. Within
the LogCoop warehouse network they can
store their goods in the facilities of other
members with spare capacity. We help to
arrange warehousing locations and open
bonded warehouses are available at five
locations. Since the launch of our Brexit
landing page we have received several enquiries for storage space in the UK as well
as enquiries from companies in the UK
for storage space in Central Europe. If you
work in the UK, transport or store goods,
you are always welcome to approach us.

warehouse logistics solutions.

Providing loading space
Contact
+44 1473 65 58 00 | www.brinor.com

Ebrex Business Solutions Ltd has its headquarters

Long waiting times at borders can be compensated for by good transport management or the use of additional vehicles.
Here too, we can provide capacity, since
together, our combined members have
more than 9,000 tractor units.

in Birmingham and has 13 other sites in Europe. Its
portfolio comprises comprehensive logistics services
from shipments to contract logistics: including FTL/
LTL shipments, air and sea freight, local warehouse
logistics, value added services.
Contact
+49 209 88 30 72 13 | www.ebrexlogistics.com

The Knights of Old Group from Kettering near Northampton and other sites in Britain is known for its
road transport services, warehouse logistics, exports,
air and sea freight..
Contact
+44 1536 53 35 33
http://www.knightsofoldgroup.com
20

“In the co-operative our members are
simply more flexible than when acting
alone”, says our managing director Marc
Possekel. Since the utilisation of each individual company is subject to fluctuations,
capacity is always available somewhere.
“Of course, Brexit is an extreme situation.
But the fact that we have found solutions
here shows how well the system works,”
continues Possekel.
We have also been able to take the uncertainty away from many hauliers. Possekel:
“Our employees and members combine
so much logistics know-how and UK expertise that we can advise on all aspects
of Brexit.” Questions will remain after Britain‘s departure from the EU. So there is a
lot of work ahead of us.

Cover story: Brexit

Legal consequences
At the last LogCoop plenary session, David-Christopher Sosna (picture), a
specialist in transport and forwarding law, spoke on the legal consequences
of the Brexit for the logistics industry. In principle, there are two ways of
separating a country from the EU:

DEAL
If the parties agree on a withdrawal treaty,
there is an orderly divorce. In this case, Britain would remain in the Internal Market and
Customs Union even after leaving the EU. All
EU rules would then continue to apply; there
would be no customs controls or restrictions
on imports and exports or travel. For the period thereafter, a separate comprehensive trade and partnership agreement would be negotiated during this transitional period.

NO DEAL
In the event of a divorce without an agreement, the consequences are unforeseeable.
However, it is to be feared that they would go
far beyond customs controls, import and export restrictions or travel restrictions. This is
confirmed by the length of the list of areas on
which a disorderly secession of an EU country
could have a purely legal impact.

If the UK leaves the EU without an agreement, the logistics industry is
threatened with the following significant legal consequences:

1

EU Internal Market

2

Shipments

3

4

•
•
•
•

Introduction of border controls
Export controls
Import and export permits
Increase in costs and expenses

• Liability in the event of delivery delays
• Extended downtimes

Customs handling and formalities
• Duties without preferential treatment
where applicable
• Customs and export declarations
• Official requirement for security for
potential customs debts where
appropriate

Employment law

5

Logistics contracts

6

VAT law

7

Data protection

8

Corporate law

§

• Price adjustments
• Cost allocation
• Responsibilities in the event of
delivery delays
• Contractual special termination rights
• Force majeure clauses

• Treatment under VAT law

• Server locations
• Data transfer

• Elimination of right of establishment
• Form of business organisation

• Residence permits
• Work permits
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Analyse
Wir analysieren Ihre Kostenkennzahlen und Sendungsportfolio, identifizieren die wichtigsten Stellschrauben,
und optimieren Ihre Preisstruktur.

Visualisierung und Simulation
Zusammenh'nge schnell erkennen - Wir stellen Ihre
Sendestr*me und Produktionsplanung in +bersichtlichen,
interaktiven Visualisierungen dar und simulieren Ihre
strategischen Planungen zur Kosten-Nutzen-Absch'tzung.

Optimierung
www.logistik-werkstatt.com

Ob Rundlauf-, Begegnungs- oder Depotverkehr, wir unterst+tzen Sie bei der Prozessgestaltung und entwickeln
f+r Sie maßgeschneiderte Softwarel*sungen.

FUHRPARKKOSTEN EINFACH KALKULIEREN!

F&R IHR UNTERNEHMEN

KOSTENKALKULATION
F&R IHRE KUNDEN

ANGEBOTE & TARIFE
F&R IHRE ZUKUNFT

SZENARIORECHNER
F&R IHR KNOW-HOW

DATENBANK

Fuhrparkkostenkalkulation & Angebotsmanagement

Einfach anmelden unter www.kokala.de
*Icons designed by Icon Monk from Flaticon
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We ask the experts

DIGITALISATION IS A

PEOPLES-BUSINESS
Panel discussion at the second LogCoop Forum

Digitalisation will change our industry significantly. For this reason it was the central topic
at the plenary meeting and the second LogCoop Forum in the Landschaftspark Duisburg
Nord on 26 and 27 March. We regularly invite our members to events like these in order to
promote exchange, knowledge transfer and networking. In March, more than 250 visitors
heard answers from numerous speakers from practice and science to the question of how
medium-sized logistics companies can benefit from technological progress. There was agreement that digitalisation can only succeed if a company involves its employees in the process. Below we print excerpts from a panel discussion on the building blocks of a successful
digital transformation.
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Discussing the building
blocks of a successful digital transformation (from
left to right): Professor
Bernd Noche (Faculty of
Engineering, Transportation Systems and Logistics
at the University of Duisburg-Essen), Matthias Gräfe (director of global supply
chain transformation at
IBM), Eric Wirsing (vice-president of global Innovation
at Schenker AG), Professor
Franz Vallée (consultant
and value-added creator
at VuP GmbH) and Jan Dittberner (managing director
of the DIN Logistics Coordination Office) as well
as host Tobias Rademann
(Managing Director at R.iT
GmbH).

Rademann: What are the most important
key components for companies on their way
to digital transformation?
DITTBERNER: On the one hand, norms and
standards that already define many things on
which one can build. On the other hand, there
are individual goals that we try to achieve step
by step. It‘s a bit easier than going straight into
a huge project.
WIRSING: It is important to note that the distinction between air, sea and land freight makes
no sense in digitalisation. Data connection is
data connection. Across all processes and mo-

des of transport. Another point is: new digital
processes must be located in the head office.
GRÄFE: Of course, it is also important to impart
basic knowledge of the new technologies to the
employees. We see a fundamental change here:
While process innovation used to be the starting point for new technologies, today it is technologies that redefine processes. Therefore,
employees can only help to lead the company
into the digital world if they grasp and understand the possibilities of the new technologies.
VALLÉE: In my view, it is very important to
give the employees and ourselves a clear
orientation. We have to start with the corporate strategy and transform it into a digitalisation strategy.
NOCHE: For me, small steps are the building blocks. We can’t digitalise everything at
once. We need to engage and train up the
employees and we have to use financial resources carefully.
WIRSING: I’d like to counter that. I don’t think
the market will give you the time to try for
another two to three years. Therefore, strategy is always the top priority.
Rademann: How high do you estimate the
risk for small and medium-sized businesses
of being left behind in digitalisation?
GRÄFE: On the one hand, large corporations
have an advantage because they can afford the
platforms necessary for digitalisation. But in a
cloud environment with as-a-service offerings,
even middle-sized companies can benefit from
new technologies and solutions. On the other
hand, as a group we try to act like medium-
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sized companies by tackling projects in small
sprints and not in agile teams and only then – if
successful – do we roll them out in the group.
RADEMANN: That’s nice to hear. When was

Rademann: But as we know, the medium-sized enterprises only have limited resources.
Can you avoid spending too much money on
projects that don‘t work?

Erik Wirsing (r.) advocates involving the entire workforce in
the digitalisation process.

WIRSING: I don‘t think you can avoid that, but
you can stop early. Set goals and KPIs at the
start and check whether you have achieved
them after six months. If you don‘t, you might
give yourself another two months, and then
pull the plug. Next topic.
NOCHE: I think that can be avoided. You can
proceed step by step, and keep checking
whether you are going in the right direction
and readjust.
DITTBERNER: Of course, there is also the possibility of seeing how other people are doing it, who
may have already gone a bit further. In digitalisation, it makes sense to create networks.
RADEMANN: If I could just add one thing: Just
because I didn‘t achieve the objective and have
wasted presumed resources doesn‘t mean that
they have been wasted. Because what you always gain is experience.

the last time that large corporations imitated
SMEs? Professor Vallée, what do you say coming from consulting practice?
VALLÉE: There was a nice motto the other day,
“Doing is like wanting only more extreme!” The

Doing is like
wanting only
more extreme!
medium-sized firms can ‘just do it’ more easily
than some large enterprises. When they work
together with interesting start-ups, they have
fast, agile teams.
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Rademann: A concluding statement. Which
part of digitalisation is currently the greatest challenge for freight forwarders?
DITTBERNER: In many places, the internal process knowledge does not exist at all. This is
accompanied by the fact that we do not know
exactly which data is important at all.
GRÄFE: We have also heard today that much information is not yet digital. That is a challenge.
But with the right tools and the will to integrate
digitalisation firmly into the processes, we can
do it and then we can get the full benefit for
our employees.
WIRSING: That is simply a people business. This
is why we need opportunities for the exchange
of ideas among those responsible for digitalisation, not only within the company, but also
with other partners.

We ask the experts

THE PANELLISTS

Moderator
Tobias Rademann, M.A.,
Director, R.iT GmbH
More than 250 visitors attended with interest
the panel discussion on digitalization at the
second LogCoop Forum.

NOCHE: Many companies have not clearly defined their processes. There is a lot of process
knowledge at the employee level, and many of
the company‘s process rules must be presented transparently. Providing this information
reliably, consistently and correctly on computers is a long-term task.
VALLÉE: We should think very carefully about
which interaction points are important. And
then we can start to optimise the processes
in such a way that the customer remains loyal
and inspired on a long-term basis by exceeding
expectations. Recommendations can then be
used to win new customers.

Panellists
Prof. Dr. Franz Vallée,
Consultant and value creator of VuP
GmbH (Vallée and Partner, Logistics
and IT consulting)
Prof. Dr. Bernd Noche,
Head of the Chair of Transportation
Systems and Logistics in the Faculty
of Transport Systems and Logistics
Engineering at the University of
Duisburg Essen
Erik Wirsing,
Vice-president of global innovation at
Schenker AG
Matthias Gräfe,
Director of global supply chain
transformation at IBM
Jan Dittberner,
Managing director of the DIN Logistics
Coordination Office and group leader
of the DIN Technical Group TG 2.3
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Trade fair

WELCOME TO
TRANSPORT LOGISTIC
A platform for LC warehouse network

On site:

(20.5.2019)

Acito LOGISTICS GmbH
Alfred Wedlich GmbH
ALS Allgemeine Land- und
Seespedition GmbH
Arendt Spedition

Even if we have some experience of these sorts of events,
Transport Logistic is something special for us. Every two
years we plan our trade fair appearance as a joint stand
of the LogCoop warehouse network, primarily as an opportunity for our members to present themselves at
the leading trade fair of the logistics industry. From 4 - 7
June 2019 more than 50 freight forwarders will be on site
every day to meet and discuss with current and potential customers.

BEPELOG Internationale
Spedition GmbH
bergler industrieservices GmbH
Deventer KontraktLogistik GmbH
DH Logistik GmbH
F.W. Neukirch GmbH & Co.KG
Fresh Logistics System GmbH
Friedrich Biermann Logistik und
Spedition GmbH
Fritz Fuchs Spedition e.K.
Gebr. Schuon Logistik GmbH
GILOG GmbH

The portfolio of LogCoop companies is huge. From transport, storage and e-fulfilment to complex contract logistics
services, all services are covered, including comprehensive
advice. At the Transport Logistic trade fair medium-sized
freight forwarders can introduce themselves to potential future customers.
The LogCoop stand is also a meeting-place for members.
They can network there, get to know each other and find
partners for their own projects. We have realised that the
exchange of ideas is very important, because it is easy to
lose track in a co-operative in which more than 130 European countries are working together. Who’s in it? What are
the strengths and weaknesses of the partners? How can we
benefit from one another? Four days at the trade fair provide
ample opportunity to answer these and other questions.
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Göschl Internationale Transporte &
Logistik GmbH
Graß ISL
Guckuk Logistik GmbH & Co. KG
Gustav Mäuler GmbH & Co. KG
H.Ristelhueber´s Nachfolger
Spedition GmbH
HAAF-STS Logistik GmbH
Haller GmbH + Co. KG
Honold Contract Logistics GmbH
HTH LogisticSolutions GmbH & Co. KG
ICT Internationale Container Transport
GmbH
Integre Trans GmbH
Isseltrans Spedition / Logistik GmbH
Johann Weiss GmbH
John Spedition GmbH

Trade fair

Kleyling Spedition GmbH
LASETRA Internationale Land- und
Seetransporte GmbH
LCH Logistik Centrum Hamburg
Linther Spedition GmbH
logistik in XXL
Logistikpartner Schneider & Co. GmbH
Speditions- & Logistik KG
Norbert Redemann KG Spedition
Pfenning Logistics GmbH

This is the fourth time that we have represented LogCoop and
the second time that we have represented the warehouse network at Transport Logistic. Now well-known friends and partners of our cooperation also meet at our stand. Traditionally
we organise a stand party, this time it will be on 6 June from
5.30 pm with live music, cold drinks and currywurst.

INFO

Professional Retail Service GmbH
Recht Logistik GmbH
Sentup GmbH
Sieber Transport AG
Sievert Handel Transporte GmbH
Spedition Zahn GbR
Stocké Spedition & Transport GmbH
TMM Express LLC
Wehner Logistics GmbH & Co. KG
WEIDLER Speditions GmbH
WLS Spedition GmbH
WWL Spedition AG

In terms of content, the focus of our trade fair
appearance is the warehouse network. In expanding the network, from now on we are focussing on
the four sectors: dangerous goods, fresh and food,
e-commerce fulﬁllment and commercial & industrial
goods. By the end of 2019, we want comprehensive
representation in these sectors both nationally and
internationally. At the trade fair we will be showing
the beneﬁts of speciﬁc networks for logistics service
providers.

Informationen unter www.gigaton.de
oder rufen Sie uns unter Tel.: 06203 8402-0 an!

Events overview

sylfida/shutterstock.com

LOGCOOP
IN PERSON
Come and meet us at
these events

INTERNAL
LogCoop advisory board meeting I
25 / 26 June 2019 in Düsseldorf

Truck-mounted forklift network
Meeting

EXTERNAL
WCONNECTA

23 / 24 September 2019
probably at WLS Spedition GmbH in Amt
Wachsenburg / Ichtershausen

18 October 2019 in Barcelona

LogCoop advisory council meeting II
October 2019 before the Innovation Day

International Supply Chain
Conference 2019

‘Inspire – Encourage – Act’
23 - 25 October 2019 in Berlin

LogCoop Innovation Day
October 2019

Warehouse network meeting
CW 45 - 47
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GEBEN SIE KEINE
SENDUNG VERLOREN!

VIDEOBASIERTE VERFOLGUNG
VON PALETTIERTEN WARENSENDUNGEN

Direkte Verbindung mit Ihrer Speditionssoftware
Schnelle Ortung und Recherche, maximaler Überblick
Mehr Sicherheit durch das verbindliche Einhalten von
Standards (AEO/TAPA)
Schaffung klarer Haftungsübergänge
Mehr Effizienz in der Logistik, Senkung der Kosten
Zufriedene Kunden durch Qualitätssicherung

HALLE A3 • STAND 317/518 • 04.-07. JUNI • MESSE MÜNCHEN

www.divis.eu

Contact
persons
MANAGEMENT

MARKETING

NETWORK DEVELOPMENT

Marc Possekel

Andrea Mülders

Elisabet Castro

Executive Director and owner

Head of Marketing & PR

Membership Recruitment

+49 211 - 97 63 34 - 0

+49 211 - 97 63 34 - 31

& International Support

marc.possekel@logcoop.de

andrea.muelders@logcoop.de

+49 211 - 97 63 34 - 22
elisabet.castro@logcoop.de

Carsten Berger

Christiane Winkler

Member of the Executive Board

Marketing Assistant

MEMBERSHIP SUPPORT

+49 211 - 97 63 34 - 66

& Graphic Design

& PURCHASING / INNOVATION

carsten.berger@logcoop.de

+49 211 - 97 63 34 - 32

Peter Josten

christiane.winkler@logcoop.de

Head of Membership Support

Meral Eckrich

& Purchasing

Assistant to the management

WAREHOUSE NETWORK

+49 211 - 97 63 34 - 21

+49 211 - 97 63 34 - 12

Thomas Elkenhans

peter.josten@logcoop.de

meral.eckrich@logcoop.de

Sales Manager – Warehouse
Network

Stefan Meyer

+49 211 - 97 63 34 - 55

Assistant Membership Support &

thomas.elkenhans@logcoop.de

Purchasing
+49 211 - 97 63 34 - 23

Oliver Arthecker
Project Manager – Warehouse
Network
+49 211 - 97 63 34 - 56
oliver.arthecker@logcoop.de
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stefan.meyer@logcoop.de

